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A. Overview 
The CyberTools import for ClinicalKey Books Durable URLs has not previously included most titles containing the word Netter. 

The Netter works have always been challenging to catalogers. Moreover, most available MARC bibs on the Internet have many 

problems. The most significant problems were with the ISBN values at MARC tag 020.  

CyberTools has now collected and cleaned up the MARC bibs for all ClinicalKey Books Durable URLs Netter titles. The ISBNs are 

now correct. In addition many other problems were corrected, such as having a mix of Roman and Arabic numbers for the parts, 

spellings, etc. These records are in the CyberTools catalog Z39.50 NLM Shadow, a.k.a. SHDWNLM. Function [File Z39.50 MARC 

Bib Import] now uses specialized programming to correctly import ClinicalKey Books Durable URLs for the Netter titles from 

SHDWNLM. 

We believe this is a feature unique to CyberTools at this time, one that will better expose these works to your patrons and 

increase Netter titles accessibility and use.  

B. Preparation 
1. Before you add the Netter metadata to your catalog, use Cataloging->Remove Online Collection to remove the older 

metadata: 

  

2. If you have in your catalog a single bib for The Netter collection of medical illustrations, ISBN 9781437705959 (v. 1), for 

volumes 1 - 9, then we recommend that you update this bib. Use Cataloging->Interactive Z39.50 MARC Bib Import-> 

Control# 1=9781437705959. This is a rare time when you will select Modify Rules for Bib Match->If bib matches an existing  

one->Show & Ask Overlay/Cancel/Create/Retrieve Bib. During the import, when the bib is displayed, select Overlay. 

 

3. Download the derivative ClinicalKey Books Durable URLs spreadsheet file Books_Durable_URLS-2_170221_Netter.txt  

(right click this hyperlink and Save…). This file:  

  

- is sourced from CK's 2017-2-21 Books_Durable_URLS-2.xls; 

- contains only the Netter titles; 

- is already converted to text tab-delimited format. 

 

In other words, this file is ready to be used. 

http://cybertoolsforlibraries.com/library/Books_Durable_URLS-2_170221_Netter.txt
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C. Import the CK Netter Metadata 
1. Use Cataloging->File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import->Browse to Books_Durable_URLS-2_170221_Netter.txt. The File Format is 

"ClinicalKey Books Durable URLS. Take the defaults. Select function [Import file & process bibs]. Via a popup, CyberTools 
software will prompt you:  
 

 |------Package(s) to which you subscribe:--------------------|  

 | [ ] All (same as Flex)     [ ] Dermatology                 |  

 | [ ] Advanced Basic Science [ ] Emergency Medicine          |  

 | [ ] Anesthesiology         [ ] Family Medicine             |  

 | [ ] Base                   [ ] Flex Only                   |  

 | [ ] Cardiothoracic Surgery [ ] Gastroenterology-Hepatology |  

  <snip>  

  

Select your packages. If you are a Flex subscriber, select "All (same as Flex)" then [Ok].  
 
2. The CK file has individual records for each volume and part of The Netter collection of medical illustrations. If your catalog does 

not have a single bib for this collection, then the import will add a bib per volume and part from SHDWNLM. 
 
But, if your catalog contains a single bib for The Netter collection of medical illustrations then the import gives you the option of 
merging the 14 CK records into your single bib: 
 

 
 
If you select merge, the resulting OPAC Search Results display will be: 
 

 
 

Please notice the URLs' link texts are in title remainder alpha order, i.e., Cardiovascular to Urinary.  
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The OPAC View Picks display will be: 
 

 
 

Please notice the URLs' link texts are in title remainder alpha order, here, Cardiovascular to Urinary.   
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The MARC bibs will be copied from SHDWNLM into your batch. The 856 $y Link Text will be "Link to book at ClinicalKey."  

You can customize the link text later in Batch Control->Tools->Electronic Resources.  
 

Lastly, if you have the print for The Netter collection of medical illustrations then the Books_Durable_URLS-2_170221_Netter.txt 
file can be imported a second time and the popup "Merge CK Netter URLs into Netter collection of medical illustrations? " 
answered conversely to the first import: if you chose to “merge…” the first time, you can choose to “give each URL its own bib…” 
the second time, and vice versa. Why do this? The result will insert duplicate control numbers and URLs into the catalog, 
however, you may maximize the exposure of the resources in the OPAC. 
 

3. The import will automatically segue to Batch Control. In Batch Control use:  
 

  - Tools->Electronic Resources  

  - Tools->Assign A to Z Group ID (perhaps a Netter or atlas group?) 

  - Any miscellaneous editing  

  - Update Catalog with Batch   

    -   Do not run Batch Control->Item Creation!  

 

 

 


